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A hydrated kaolinite-methanol intercalation compound (Kaol-MeOH (hydrated)) was
synthesized by utilizing kaolinite/dimethyl sulfoxide intercalation compound (Kaol-DMSO) as
an intermediary, and further displacement intercalation with butyl trimethylammonium chloride
(BTAC) was also carried out. The obtained samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Results showed that the d001 value
of the Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) could be arbitrary values between 0.86 and 1.08 nm, which could
be caused by the hydrogen-bonded MeOH or water molecules between the interlayer spaces of
methoxy-modified Kaol. Furthermore, this part of interlayer molecules could be removed by
heating and have no obvious effect on the subsequent intercalation reaction. In addition, the time
required for Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) preparation was drastically shortened to 3 days, which greatly
reduces the time-consuming for the preparation of subsequent compounds.
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Introduction
Kaolinite (Kaol) is one of the most well-known clay
minerals. It is a typical 1:1 clay mineral, which is composed
of tetrahedral silica (Si–O) sheet and an octahedral alumina
(Al–OH) sheet along the c-axis. The tetrahedral sheets share
a layer of oxygen atoms with the octahedral sheets and
these two sheets bond closely together by covalent bonds.
Thus, the energetic barrier of the hydrogen bonds must
be overcome before the intercalation of Kaol, and only a
limited number of polar organic molecules can be directly
intercalated, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), urea (U),
dimethyl formamide (DMF), N-methylformamide (NMF),
etc. Theng1 reported that displacement reactions could be
used as an effective way to extend the intercalation of Kaol
with a wide range of guest substances. Subsequently, many
different types of organic species were introduced into
Kaol interlayers by this method, such as γ-aminopropyl
triethoxysilane,2 ammonium acetate,3 lactam,4 acrylamide,5
ethylene glycol,6 amino alcohols7 and MeOH.
Methoxy-modified Kaol as a highly versatile
intermediate/intermediary was first reported by Raythatha
and Lipsicas,8 in which MeOH was utilized to wash
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Kaol/DMSO intercalation compound for synthesizing
hydrated Kaol. Then, methoxy-functionalized kaolinite was
used as an intermediate to prepare a hydrated phase of Kaol
by Tunney and Detellier.9 Subsequently, Komori et al.10-12
discovered an easy way to prepare MeOH-intercalated
kaolinite at room temperature. After that, a number of
organic substances, such as alkylamine,13-15 quaternary
ammonium salt16,17 and stearic acid,18 were introduced into
the layers of Kaol by using a methoxy-modified Kaol as
a precursor. DMSO, NMF, and U intercalated Kaol could
be used to graft methoxy groups via reaction with MeOH.
However, Matusik et al.19-21 reported that dry kaolinite
intercalated with DMSO used as an intermediate was the
most favorable condition for the synthesis of Kaol-MeOH.
Details on preparation and characterization of methoxymodified Kaol have been discussed in above literatures,
while the preparation process of this highly versatile
intermediate usually takes at least seven days. Furthermore,
quaternary alkylammonium ions, as an important
modifier, are the most used organic compounds to prepare
organoclays and widely used in industries application.
Herein we explored the feasibility of preparing KaolMeOH in a relatively short time and the final products were
employed to intercalation with butyl trimethylammonium
chloride (BTAC). X-ray diffraction (XRD) combined with
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Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to
characterize the methoxy-modified Kaol produced by this
method. This method is expected to be useful for producing
nanocomposites in a relatively short time.

Experimental
Materials

A Kaol specimen consisting mainly of mineral kaolinite
(95 mass%), obtained from Hebei province in China, was
used as received without further purification. The chemical
composition of the sample was detailed in our previous
studies.22,23 The sample is well crystallized with a Hinckley
index of ca. 1.31. DMSO, MeOH (purity ≥ 99.5%), ethanol
(purity ≥ 99.5%), and BTAC were purchased from Adamas
Reagent Co., Ltd (China). All reagents were of analytical
grade purity and used as received.
Synthesis of intercalation compounds

Kaol-DMSO intercalation compound was prepared by
adding 10 g Kaol into a mixture of 180 mL DMSO and
20 mL deionized water. The mixture was stirred at 60 °C
for 12 h, and then centrifuged. For further use, the obtained
product was dried in an oven under 60 °C for 12 h.
Methoxy-modified Kaol was prepared by adding 2 g of
Kaol-DMSO into 100 mL of MeOH (solid-to-liquid ratio
was 1:50), which was much larger than the conventional
method.10-12,24,25 The dispersion was stirred for 3 days and
replaced by fresh MeOH every day. Then, the solid in the
mixture was separated via centrifugation (3 krpm, 10 min),
and dried in an oven at 60 °C for 12 h. The solid samples
were denoted as Kaol-MeOH (hydrated). As a reference, a
conventional method was also utilized to prepare methoxymodified Kaol. The sample was denoted as Kaol-MeOH.
In order to investigate the structure of Kaol-MeOH
(hydrated), further experiments were conducted. Firstly,
Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) was placed in an oven and dried
at 80 °C and examined by XRD every two hours. On the
other hand, a gram of Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) was dispersed
in a 10 mL solution containing 1 mol L-1 BTAC in MeOH
and stirred with a magnetic stirrer for 24 h. The solid in
the mixture was then separated by centrifugation (3 krpm,
10 min), extensively washed 3 times with fresh ethanol to
remove the BTAC in excess, and then dried in an oven at
60 °C for 4 h. The product was denoted as Kaol-BTAC.
Characterization

XRD patterns were recorded on a Rigaku D/MAX 2500
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PC instrument, which was equipped with Ni-filtered and
Cu Kα radiation. The instrument was operated at 45 kV
and 100 mA and the sample scanned in the range of 2.5‑15°
with a speed of 2° min-1. FTIR spectra were collected on
the Thermo Fisher Nicolet 6700 spectrometer by a KBr
disk (ca. 2% by mass in KBr) from 600 to 4,000 cm-1 at
4 cm-1 resolution. 512 spectra were recorded, which were
co-added to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

Results and Discussion
XRD analysis

The XRD patterns of Kaol, Kaol-DMSO, Kaol-MeOH
(wet), Kaol-MeOH (dry) and Kaol-MeOH (hydrated)
are shown in Figure 1. The Kaol and Kaol-DMSO
showed the typical basal spacings of 0.72 and 1.13 nm,
respectively.26,27 The basal peak of the Kaol-MeOH (wet),
the MeOH intercalated Kaol obtained under wet condition,
was observed at 1.08 nm, which is in good agreement
with published data. This is a typical interlayer structure
of methoxy-modified Kaol under wet state, in which a
monolayer MeOH molecules was presented between the
siloxane surface and the methoxy-modified inner surface.9
Methoxy groups grafted on the aluminol surface of Kaol
via Al−O−C bond resulted in the methoxy-modified inner
surface, accompanied by the loss of hydrogen of MeOH.
Furthermore, a small number of water molecules may be
generated by combing the loss hydrogen of MeOH and the
hydroxyl groups of Kaol.

Figure 1. XRD patterns of Kaol, Kaol-DMSO, Kaol-MeOH (wet),
Kaol‑MeOH (dry) and Kaol-MeOH (hydrated).

Compared with Kaol-MeOH (wet), after the drying
process, the basal reflection of Kaol-MeOH (dry) was
reduced to 0.86 nm, which was attributed to the escape
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of MeOH molecules from the interlayer space. According
to previous literature,9,11 the d001 value of non-hydrated
Kaol-MeOH was 0.82 nm, which was smaller than that
of Kaol-MeOH (dry). Therefore, the Kaol-MeOH (dry)
was partially hydrated, and a number of hydrogen-bonded
MeOH or water molecules were likely presented in the
Kaol interlayer space. The hydrogen bonds could be
formed by the MeOH molecules or water molecules with
the un‑grafted hydroxyl groups. The XRD pattern of
Kaol‑MeOH showed the basal spacing of 1.08 nm under
wet state and 0.86 nm after drying. On the other hand, a
new reflection at 0.94 nm (arbitrary values between 0.86
and 1.08 nm, actually) was observed in the pattern of
Kaol‑MeOH (hydrated), indicating that a larger number of
MeOH or water molecules may presented in the interlayer
space of Kaol than that of Kaol-MeOH (dry).
The obtained Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) was heated in
an oven under 80 °C, and the XRD patterns of the sample
were recorded every two hours. The XRD patterns of
Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) are displayed in Figure 2 (left),
and the relation between the intercalation ratio and the
time of drying is plotted in Figure 2 (right). A nearly
linear relationship was recognized (Figure 2 (left)), and
the reflections shifted to higher degree with the increased
time of drying. The basal peak of final products reached to
0.87 nm after 6 h. During the drying process, the intensity
of the reflection peak became weaker, accompanied by
the decreasing intercalation ratio and the wider full width
at half-height. These results also demonstrated that the
methoxy-modified Kaol produced by this method was
hydrated, and part of hydrogen-bonded MeOH or water
molecules was presented in the interlayers of Kaol.
Furthermore, this part of MeOH or water molecules could
be removed by heating.

Figure 2. (Left) XRD patterns of (a) Kaol-MeOH (wet), (b) Kaol-MeOH
(hydrated) at room temperature and after drying for (c) 2 h, (d) 4 h, (e) 6 h;
(right) its corresponding variation in intercalation ratio with time of drying.
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The solid-to-liquid ratio of Kaol-DMSO to MeOH of
1:100 and 1:200 were also used to investigate the effect
of MeOH concentration on the intercalation. As shown
in Figure 3, the variation in the basal spacings was nearly
consistent with that of 1:50 after 3 days, indicating that
the solid-to-liquid of Kaol-DMSO to MeOH of 1:50 was
sufficient to prepare the methoxy-modified Kaol.

Figure 3. XRD patterns of Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) prepared at the
solid‑to-liquid ratio of Kaol-DMSO to MeOH of 1:100 (left) and
1:200 (right): (a) and (d) conducted for 1 day; (b) and (e) conducted for
2 days; (c) and (f) conducted for 3 days.

FTIR spectra

Figure 4 shows the KBr spectra of Kaol, Kaol-DMSO,
Kaol-MeOH (dry) and Kaol-MeOH (hydrated). Kaol
exhibited four absorption bands in the OH stretching
region. The absorption near 3620 cm-1 is ascribed to the
inner hydroxyl groups, which was lying between the
tetrahedral and octahedral sheets. Residing at the octahedral
surface of Kaol, the other three OH groups form hydrogen
bonds with the oxygens of the Si–O–Si bonds on the
lower surface of the next layer. The strong absorption at
3686 cm-1 was ascribed to the in-phase symmetric stretching
vibration, and two weak bands at 3675 and 3652 cm-1 are
related to out‑of‑plane stretching vibrations. The band at
912 cm-1 is assigned to the bending vibrations of the inner
hydroxyls, which was not affected by intercalation of guest
molecules.28,29
Upon intercalation of DMSO, bands observed at 1317
and 1427 cm-1 are assigned to the vibrational peaks of
methyl groups in DMSO molecules. Two weak bands
at 3455 and 1631 cm-1 are caused by the OH stretching
of absorbed water. Bands at ca. 2920 and ca. 2850 cm-1
corresponded to CH3 stretching vibrations of residual
DMSO. After methoxy-grafting, the inner surface hydroxyl
bands at 3686 and 3652 cm -1 decreased significantly,
while the band at 3620 cm-1 did not. Compared with Kaol-
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Figure 4. FTIR spectra of Kaol, Kaol-DMSO, Kaol-MeOH (dry) and
Kaol-MeOH (hydrated).

MeOH (dry), a broader and weaker band at 3455 cm-1 was
observed in the spectra of Kaol-MeOH (hydrated), which
means much more water molecules were adsorbed on the
Kaol‑MeOH (hydrated).
Preparation of Kaol-BTAC intercalation compound

Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) was further used to intercalate
with BTAC and the XRD patterns of Kaol-MeOH (hydrated)
and Kaol-BTAC are shown in Figure 5. The Kaol-BTAC
intercalation compound exhibits the first basal peak with a
d001 value of 1.39 nm, which was in good agreement with
our previous report,30 indicating that the hydrogen-bonded
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Figure 5. XRD patterns of Kaol-MeOH (hydrated) and Kaol-BTAC.

MeOH or water molecules has no obvious effect on the
intercalation reaction.
Some efforts have been done to study the arrangement
models of alkyl chains between the Kaol interlayer
spaces. 16,17,30-35 Compared with Kaol-MeOH (dry)
(0.86 nm), the increment of basal spacing of Kaol-BTAC
was ca. 0.51 nm, which was approximately in accordance
with the van der Waals radii of the hydrocarbon chain.36
When BTAC+ is lying flat, the heights of the head group
and that of alkyl chain are approximately 0.51 and 0.41 nm,
respectively. Therefore, according to our previous report,30
it is reasonable to suggest that the surfactant in the interlayer
space of Kaol adopt a lateral-monolayer arrangement, as
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the transformation from Kaol to Kaol-BTAC.
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